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By now, most readers should recognize that bald-faced lies are the 
second most important electoral strategy of the New Communist Party 
of the USA (NCPUSA,) often ludicrously referred to as the "Democrat" 
Party.  For the NCPUSA, lying is second only to voter fraud in significance.  
The NCPUSA has been able to get away with their endless lies because 
they are never held to account by their ideological comrades in the Jews' 
Media.  
 
For instance, the NCPUSA and the Jews' Media are now alleging that all 
those videos we've observed of Biden over the last four years  -- tripping, 
falling down, freezing in mid-sentence, shaking hands with ghosts, and 
having to be escorted off a stage -- are "cheap fakes" that consist of 
"altered video content" generated by the GOP and "right-wing news 
organizations."  This is just the most recent example of this parasitic 
relationship between the two. 
 
Ironically, while its allies in the NCPUSA lie with abandon, the Jews' 
Media routinely engages in an arrogant and deceitful "fact-checking" of 
Trump.  One example involved Trump's complaint during his 2016 
primary campaign that his home in Trump Tower was "bugged," which 
generated great scorn and derision from the Jews' Media and other 
NCPUSA members.  Trump was ultimately vindicated by Special Counsel 
John Durham, who exposed the fact that Hillary Clinton's Spy Network 
not only paid a team of computer experts from Georgia Tech and 
Neustar to intercept Trump's e-mails sent from Trump Tower in 2016, 
they also intercepted his e-mail WHILE HE WAS PRESIDENT !  Not 
surprisingly, Trump has been vindicated in nearly every instance where 
the lying kikes of the Jews' Media and organized crime figures in the 
NCPUSA have laughed at his sincere and highly-accurate statements. 



Another example was Trump's endorsement of HCQ and Ivermectin as 
treatments for COVID-19, which the Jews' Media ridiculed, but which 
have since proved to be the safest and most effective treatments for 
COVID yet found.  If that Mad Scientist Anthony Fauci had not pressured 
the FDA to discourage their use, HCQ and Ivermectin would have saved 
hundreds of thousands of American lives.  (See Earl Holt. "Fact-Checking 
Trump," CITIZENS INFORMER, March of 2021.) 

 
 

 
Most Effective, Safest, Least Expensive & Readily Available 

  
   
The Jews' Media has also conveniently spiked mountainous evidence  
exposed by the House Judiciary Committee and House Oversight 
Committee surrounding the Biden Family's sale of influence to foreign 
nationals.  Thus far, these House committees have uncovered $21 Million 
in illegal bribe money received by the Biden Family Crime Syndicate in 
return for Hunter's sale of his father's influence to China, Ukraine, 
Romania, Kazakhstan and Russia while Biden was President and Vice 
President.  Much of the Biden Family's extensive activities amounted to 
treason -- and not just corruption -- but "The Big Guy" has denied 
wrongdoing at every stage of the investigation, without a peep from the 
Jews' Media.  This exposed the Jews' Media's own systemic corruption 



for the entire world to see, because Biden's influence-peddling scheme 
is the BIGGEST POLITICAL SCANDAL IN AMERICAN HISTORY. 
 
Just prior to the stolen 2020 presidential election, 51 former U.S. 
intelligence officials declared that the Hunter Biden laptop was "Russian 
disinformation."  Every one of them knew this was a damned lie because 
its more incriminating and scandalous contents had already been 
published by the NEW YORK POST, an honest newspaper and not part of 
the Jews' Media's cabal. The election interference engaged in by these 
"intel" officials was itself, disinformation, and revealed their partisan 
treachery.  It also inadvertently exposed how truly corrupt and malignant 
our intelligence community has become under NCPUSA stewardship.  
 
 
 

 
5 of 51 Proven Liars:  Brennan, Clapper, Panetta, & Hayden 

 
 

Likewise, the Cadaver-in-Chief often declared that his administration's 
profligate spending and unprecedented federal budget deficits will help 
"reduce inflation."  It even trotted out 126 "Democrat economists" (now 
THERE'S an oxymoron !) to help enact the Inflation Reduction Act of 
2022.  The latter spent $1.2 Trillion more dollars we didn't have, which 
the Federal Reserve was forced to monetize from thin air.  (Not 
surprisingly, Biden's Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, Jared 



Bernstein, earned degrees in Music and Social Work, and knows less 
about U.S. monetary and fiscal policy than the natives of Bora Bora.)  In 
the wake of 40 percent increases in food and fuel, Biden has recently 
been encouraged by his handlers to avoid the term "Bidenomics" in light 
of the disasters it has imposed on America, particularly those in the 
middle-class.  Among these are $10 Trillion added to our National Debt.  
  
 

 
"Bidenomics" in a Nutshell 

 
 
I should no longer have to describe in detail to readers how the Biden 
Administration has intentionally welcomed 15 million illegal aliens into 
the U.S. since January of 2021, and then secretly distributed them 
throughout the Continental U.S. so they will be difficult to deport.  Even 
many "Democrats" are now beginning to understand the disaster.  
However Biden has repeatedly claimed that the current immigration 
tsunami is the result of the "God-awful mess at the border" that he 
supposedly inherited from President Trump.  Hence, the pathological 



liars in his administration -- such as immigration commissar Alejandro 
Mayorkas and Prissy, Biden's house-n*gger and Press Secretary -- 
consistently describe the border as "secure."  
 
 

 
 

Our "Secure" Southern Border 
 
 
During the NCPUSA's primary debates in 2020, Joe Biden vowed to revive  
the Iran Deal -- negotiated during the Obama regime -- claiming that "it 
was working" until Trump withdrew U.S. participation.  Biden claimed 
that Iran "was being held tightly" to its terms, and that "There was no 
movement on the part of the Iranian Government to get close to a 
nuclear weapon."  What Obama's treasonous  Iran Deal and Biden's lies 
to salvage it really illustrate is that the NCPUSA is perfectly willing to 



sacrifice both Israel and U.S. national security interests for what they can 
disingenuously celebrate as a foreign policy "success" of some kind, 
rather than another Biden catastrophe like the retreat from Afghanistan.    
 
In truth, like most NCPUSA efforts, the treaty was all celebration and no 
substance, because it did not include any meaningful provisions for 
monitoring compliance, so IRAN FEVERISHLY CONTINUED ITS QUEST TO 
DEVELOP A NUCLEAR WEAPON. Equally insidious, Biden restored 
hundreds-of-billions in Iranian assets frozen by the international banking 
community's Swift System of currency exchanges, which the Iranian 
regime then used to fund its nuclear weapons program and subsidize 
terrorism throughout the Middle East and around the globe.  In fact, 
Trump's sanctions against Iran were working, and everyone in 
Washington knew it except the drooling fool, organized crime figure and 
pathological liar now wrongly occupying the Oval Office. 
 
 
 

 
Hamas: Beneficiaries of Iranian Oil Money 



Similarly, the Antifa and BLM riots of 2020 -- that followed the death of 
career-criminal, George Floyd -- were made to appear "spontaneous," 
but were carefully pre-planned to take place in large, BLUE cities 
controlled by the NCPUSA.  There, political authorities could safely order 
law enforcement to "stand down," even as rioters engaged in arson, 
murder and aggravated assaults against innocent civilians and law 
enforcement. It was pre-planned that rioters would receive immunity 
from arrest or prosecution, so there were never any legal consequences 
for their violent and criminal acts.  Many  were even rewarded by 
receiving tens of thousands of dollars apiece from New York, Seattle, and 
Philadelphia for the humiliation of being arrested while rioting.   Yet, the 
Jews' Media and NCPUSA officials repeatedly reminded us of how 
"peaceful" those riots were, even as TV reportage showed buildings and 
police vehicles aflame in the background. 
 
 

 
"Peaceful" BLM & Antifa Riots 



Moreover, every conservative in the nation knew for years they were 
being censored by "social media," especially by Twitter, Facebook and 
Google.  What they didn't know was that social media was serving as a 
proxy censor for the NCPUSA allowing its officials to end-run the First 
Amendment.  Many conservatives and Republicans were also "shadow 
banned," a less direct form of censorship where comments are visible 
only to their author and remain hidden to followers.  Whenever anyone 
from the NCPUSA wanted a political opponent or critic silenced or 
shadow-banned, social media were happy to oblige.  This even included 
censoring the sitting President of the United States, Donald Trump.  Yet, 
many times the top officials at Twitter, Facebook and Google perjured 
themselves before Congress by denying that partisan censorship took 
place on their forum.  Were it not for Elon Musk's purchase of Twitter, 
we would never have seen the proof of this censorship-by-proxy. 
  
It's clear from these examples that a basic strategy of the Jews' Media 
is to fabricate fraudulent narratives that drown out all other news 
sources in order to protect its comrades in the NCPUSA.  They provide 
"cover" for the NCPUSA's endless lies and liars, just as surely as the 
American Communist Liar's Union (ACLU) has provided cover for 
communist spies and useful idiots who run afoul of the law. 
 
Some years ago, I was researching the subject of American Jews who 
spied for the USSR during World War II, while they were gainfully 
employed by the U.S. federal government during the Roosevelt and 
Truman Administrations.  These 300 or so traitors frequently received 
coded messages from the Soviet COMINTERN instructing them how to 
carry out their espionage missions.  Fortunately, some of those messages 
were successfully de-coded by the U.S. Army Signal Corp's Top Secret 
"VENONA" project for a short period during World War II. 
 
One message from the COMINTERN really jumped off the page at me.  It 
demanded that if any Soviet spies were exposed by investigators, the 



response among its agents should be to (paraphrase) "...attack the 
investigators from every conceivable angle, and with as many 
resources as possible."  This perfectly describes the feeding frenzies 
which the Jews' Media faithfully generate to defend their comrades in 
the NCPUSA whenever one of the latter are caught engaging in treason 
or corruption, and must lie to the public about what they've done. 


